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SB061011C
Senior Acquisition Evaluation Engineer
Bachelors Degree Petroleum or Chemical Engineering
15+
Direct Hire
Houston, TX Area
$150K +

Our client has an IMMEDIATE NEED for a Senior Acquisition Evaluation Engineer in the Houston, TX
area. The successful candidate will provide reservoir and economic evaluation of acquisition opportunities
in the U.S. as well as onshore basins. The company has a very generous bonus plan including cash and
stock; all the health benefits you would expect from an industry leader; matching 401K up to 6%.
Relocation assistance is budgeted for this position.
The MUST HAVE Requirements for this position are:
 Bachelors Degree in Petroleum or Chemical Engineering
 15+ years experience evaluating oil & gas reserves
 7+ years experience in performing economic evaluation on oil & gas reserves
 Some experience in applied waterflooding & enhanced oil recovery projects
 Working knowledge of software ( MS Office applications, Aries, Eclipse, Gopher, Power Tools )
The RESPONSIBILITIES of this position include but are not limited to:
 Provide reservoir engineering, economic evaluation & financial modeling expertise supporting
acquisition opportunities
 Evaluate oil and gas acquisition opportunities in the lower 48 states and onshore opportunities
 Understand and bring forward further development through workovers, drilling, assisted recovery
& enhanced recovery
 Develop schedules, budgets, cost estimates & economic evaluations for acquisitions
 Lead in-house acquisition review team
 Build your network outside the company& build relationships that lead to future acquisitions
If you meet these requirements and wish to be considered for this position, send your résumé to us using
Word 97 -2003 at Resumes@PinnaclePlacementGroup.com mentioning the Job ID and the Job Title in the
subject line of your email.
In your email or cover letter, please provide us a short narrative detailing your experience and
expertise as it applies to this position.
KEY WORDS: oil, gas, acquisition, gopher, aries, eclipse, power tools, workovers, drilling, assisted
recovery, enhanced recovery, petroleum engineer, chemical engineer, waterflooding, oil recovery,
economic evaluation, evaluating oil reserves, evaluating gas reserves

